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About This Game

Remember what it means to be a human in this interactive biography of a dead astronaut found in deep space by future
intelligences who have no concept of humankind.

With technology far beyond human comprehension, the discoverers of the astronaut use lasers to build physical replicas of the
astronaut’s long-dead memories in hopes to understand what this strange creature was and why they are floating through space

alone.

By controlling dual lasers with both analog sticks, players will:

Collect Memory molecules scattered around the mysterious space ship

Harmonize the Astronaut’s memories within the Astronaut’s metaphysical plane

Warp back to reality through the Astronaut’s subconscious, avoiding mental blocks

Energize the dead Astronaut so it can create physical manifestations of its memories

Laserlife is meant to be played in one sitting, so turn down the lights, turn up the volume, and get lost in this existential
adventure about what it means to be a human.
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*Laserlife requires either an Intel® RealSense™ Camera or a controller in order to play*
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Title: Laserlife
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Choice Provisions
Publisher:
Choice Provisions
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64 (Windows 8.1 x64 required for Intel® RealSense™)

Processor: Intel Core i5 5xxx

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card (Intel HD 5000, NVIDIA GeForce 400 or Radeon HD 5000)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: A controller or Intel® RealSense™ camera (DCM driver version 1.3 or higher) is required to play.
Supported controllers: XInput compatible (eg Xbox 360, Xbox One), Dualshock 4

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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EDIT: Two and half months later, and the devs have still not solved the issue or publicy addressed it in the forums to see who
else is suffering from it. I'm sad.

I really wish I could recommend this game. Sadly, I cannot.

For a few months now, this game has been unplayable. Not in the "this is really glitchy" kind of sense. Not even in the
"the latest patch makes X and Y annoying". No, it is much worse: this game doesn't start at all.

After selecting whether to play it with a keyboard ("space") or controller ("A"), the screen goes black and that's it. The
rest is silence.

Trying to play it with all of the following has resulted in failure:

an XBOX 360 Controller;

a keyboard;

a Steam Controller and

my fists.
I am waiting for a response from the developers. Until this outrageous issue is fixed, this review is staying on
depths of the "negative" sphere.

If you can make the game work, however, it is a ton of fun. Good luck with that, though.

(I wouldn't be writing this review if I was the only one with the issue.). overall it's a good music game for relax..
Great visuals, great music.Worth!. Fantastic trippy game that involves flying two independent balls of light, one
with each thumbstick, through space, at targets and hitting the shoulder buttons to the rhythm. Easy to become
completely absorbed.. I beat the main game with all but one achievement in 2 hours (on default/normal
difficulty), and I am not at all someone you'd call "good" at rhythm games. It wasn't until I started going back
to try to get the last achievement that I realized you could actually "lose" a level at all. If you like rhythm games
then you might enjoy this (the music is sweet) but if you REALLY like rhythm games then I imagine you might
find it a bit disappointing. There's a hard mode, but I'm not screwing with that.

The main element of gameplay that creates difficulty in Laserlife (for me) is the lack of a fully-fixed
perspective. Roughly: Imagine Guitar Hero, but the fretboard on the bottom of the screen that shows upcoming
notes is warping around your path a bit as you travel: you don't move straight forward, but swoop around
slightly. This often makes it difficult to actually visually discern what you're being asked to do next, leading to
lots of screwups.

This is the first rhythm game I've played in a very long time. I played it to try something different, and enjoyed
it, but I don't think I'll be revisiting the genre anytime soon.
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Also the story is, uh, not that great.
EDIT: Y'know what, it's been nearly a month since I played Laserlife, and I still listen to the soundtrack
regularly, and it rekindles memories of specific moments of gameplay. Since I feel like this meshes with what
the game was trying to do, I'll amend my last statement. I feel like the "story" does its job pretty well. It's just
tough to see this on the first playthrough, since you're busy playing the game.
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Float through space and recover memories of a lost astronaut via rhythmic vibrations.. I wish there was a neutral button below
review.
This "game" is not a game at all, but it is playable and enjoyable at some point. Devs could make more music, one for each
memory segment, not just three. This would make game play even better.
Game play is a bit boring and same throughout entire game, but it is checking your reflexes sometimes, concept was interesting,
but unused and untold totally.
I mean you are alien and are looking in a dead human astrounauts brain for fun? For science? For what?
Anyway, I am recommending it if it's on sale or in a huge bundle. Game is very short, has lots of trading cards, cute grafics,
normal sound effects and easy achievements.. This is the closest you can get to Beat Saber without VR headset. That is for the
mechanics, not for the music. You have to play with a controller, because keyboard+mouse can't do two joysticks at once. You
move two light thingies at once with the both joysticks of your controller, align them with the upcoming orbs and hit left and
right shoulder button to get the orbs. The bad thing is, that you have to beat 4 levels, each several minutes, with the same track.
This is tedious. I quit playing it because it gets samey quickly. The "story" is only remembering an object at the end of each
track, which lets you guess what happened.

Does not support DS4 controller. (use DS4Windows to emulate Xbox controller). Rez with a fatal flaw: where in Rez, the
visualization is what you had to pay attention to and interact with for the game, in this one, you aren't able to look at the nifty
visuals because you're too busy playing attention to these separate incoming hedrons, basically the arrows of the dressed up
game of DDR you're actually playing, nevermind the impressive (non-interactive) background.

Neither fun enough nor interesting enough as a game for me to recommend.. So having played this and the recently released
Aearo I am quite shocked this never got the same attention. Gameplay is very similar. Controller required for sure. As a rhythm
game fan I'm always seeking new experiences and this really tickled my urges.

It's twin stick controls and visual design are good. The touch of story is compelling but don't expect anything complex.

It could perhaps do witha wider variety of tracks. What's there is ace - chilled electronica stuff but there isn't a whole heap of it
and I think this might put me off grinding for that 100% achievement.

I have completed a normal playthrough already in my 90 odd minutes but with a the hard difficulty option and that urge to
collect more orbs I can see myself coming bhack to it in the future. I think Aearo might have refined this idea quite a bit but this
is definitelyu worth a sale purchase or buying bundled with the bit.trip games IMO. Well worth a dabble.. This game is short and
really fun. The music alone is worth the price. An XBOX controller and a good pair of headphones is a must.. Great visuals.
Great idea.

Very unforgiving. Very frustrating. Very un-fun.. Great game, but it gets boring over time. It's too repetetive, you just move
buttons and sometimes pressing ones. It's worth only for the soundtrack and to just relax, competing against your friends it's also
possible... Overall it's great game.
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